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Analysis has shown that the ICRE has a theoretical efficiency comparable to the
high theoretical efficiency of fuel cells(1). In addition, other ongoing studies
reveal the implementation losses inherent in the ICRE, which have limited its
actual efficiency, may be significantly reduced by utilizing a high compression
ratio (CR) and constant volume combustion.(2)
Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between compression ratio and efficiency in
the Otto-cycle (expansion = compression) and the Atkinson-cycle (expansion >
compression).

Figure 1. CR vs. Efficiency, propane fuel - taken from reference (2)
Figure 2 also illustrates the relationship between compression ratio and
efficiency using the ideal Otto-cycle (constant volume combustion) and in
addition, the effect of fuel to air ratios (Lean vs. Stoichiometric Φ). The blue
curve “Lean Φ =0.4” - shows how lean mixtures improve efficiency.

Figure 2. CR vs. Efficiency, hydrogen fuel - taken from reference (3)
Note the black curves (on the left) representing conventional ICRE efficiency.
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Thus, a high compression & expansion ratio, the ideal Otto-cycle
and cycle compounding are the keys to higher ICRE efficiency.
As CR/ER increases the entropy generated decreases. For an in depth analysis
see the ongoing work of C.F. Edwards, et al., at: http://gcep.stanford.edu,
Latest Reports 2008, then select 2.6 Advanced Combustion, and article 2.6.3.
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) permits operating at low
equivalence ratios (Φ = .2 - .8). This facilitates high CR, lowers combustion
temperatures and thereby reduces heat transfer loses. HCCI combustion is
rapid – typically 100 to 200 microseconds – effectively producing constant
volume combustion. HCCI is inherently fuel flexible and low in emissions.
The slider-crank geometry of conventional engines imposes constraints on
combustion that makes optimal combustion conditions impossible and allows
only a limited load range HCCI.
Free-piston geometry does not have the constraints of the slider-crank and can
provide ideal combustion conditions - including variable compression that
facilitates full load range HCCI.
The FP-FS is a HCCI/PCCI ideal Otto-cycle, four-cylinder engine.
In order for a four-cycle free-piston engine to function, a minimum of four
cylinders is required (due to the lack of energy storage - e.g. a flywheel). To
assure HCCI/PCCI the FP-FS engine is limited to four cylinders (only one
cylinder in compression at any time). Thus, the FP-FS is always configured
exclusively as a four-cylinder engine, operating with the ideal Otto cycle.
In the FP-FS engine (using an adaptive control “floating stroke” algorithm) the
pistons rapidly compress the premixed charge to the pressure required to
cause charge ignition (CR = 40:1 - 50:1). Subsequent to the constant volume
combustion, piston acceleration in the expansion stroke is high, thereby
causing rapid gas expansion (work extraction) and cooling – which reduces
heat transfer losses. As a result of a higher CR, combustion chamber wall area
is less than in a conventional engine, which also reduces losses. Without a
crankshaft, piston side load and friction losses are also reduced. In addition,
the lower heat transfer loss improves cycle compounding performance.
Gas exchange valves are indirectly driven by an electric servo motor powered
camshaft or the electro-hydraulic valve actuators (EHVA) illustrated below. The
lube oil pump, coolant pump and cooling fan are also electrically driven.
Without a crankshaft, the FP-FS engine power output is provided by an
oscillating pivot shaft. The oscillating pivot shaft rotation, CW then CCW, is
typically in the range of 90 to 100 degrees – as illustrated below. This
oscillating motion may be used to directly drive a compressor, hydraulic pump
or electrical generator. Alternatively, rotary shaft power extraction can be
provided by the use of a mechanical rectifier – integrated with the pivot shaft.

SECTION C – C, BLOCK REMOVED FROM AROUND THE PISTONS AT THE CYLINDER CL

We project an FP-FS engine simple cycle efficiency of 60% and, with
turbo compounding, near Atkinson cycle efficiency of ~ 65%.
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ROTARY SHAFT POWER OUTPUT – INTEGRAL MECHANICAL RECTIFIER

A mechanical rectifier, consisting of a pair of back to back mechanical diodes
and a set of synchronizing gears, is assembled onto the power output end of
the pivot shaft. Each diode consists of a pocket plate with an integral gear and
half of a dual faced notch plate. The notch plate is splined to the pivot shaft and
oscillates with it. The pocket plates & integral gears rotate on plain bearings in
opposite directions to each other, driven by a “planar ratchet” one way clutch
action. A pocket plate & gear turns ~ 90 degrees with each stroke and drives a
pinion with one half the number of teeth to produce 180 degrees/stroke. The
pinion gears intermesh providing 360 degrees of rotation for two strokes.

The mechanical rectifier consists of two Epilogics mechanical diodes assembled
back to back. Each diode is a planar ratcheting one way clutch. The struts, with
the springs underneath, are placed in the eight (8) pockets in the plate working
face. The notch plate is assembled with a small gap between it and the pocket
plate. When the direction of rotation provides for the engagement of the strut and
notch, only one strut and notch engage at a time.
The maximum angular lost motion is set by the number of engagement
possibilities in 360 degrees of rotation. It is determined by the number of
pockets/struts and the number of notches. In this instance it is 8 X 25 = 200,
yielding: 360/200 = 1.8 degrees maximum angular lost motion - in either
direction. The mechanical diode illustrated above is rated at: 723 ft-lbf
continuous and 2,090 ft-lbf intermittent, at a maximum overrun speed of 5,000
rpm - with a strut of high strength alloy steel and oil lubrication. The strut load
is: total = 3,645 lb, torque producing = 3,521 lb and axial = 943 lb. A fatigue life of
10,000 operating hours is anticipated. With careful selection of design
parameters, materials, surface treatments and lubrication, fatigue life can be
significantly extended. The mechanical rectifier efficiency is ~ 98% (declines
above rated speed due to lubricating oil “pumping” losses).

